
MATCH REPORT 
NORTHERN LIGHTS U17 DIV 1  4.2.26  VS  MANLY BOMBER 11.5.71  
ROUND 14 – 4th AUGUST 2019 
ERN HOLMES 

 
Our round 14 match was against Manly Bombers at Ern Holmes Oval. 

 

Q1; The Lights boys started well, playing good team footy. The ball was being moved all around the ground by both 
teams. Our defence was working well with Noah C taking some good intercept marks, then sending the ball back 
through the mids into our attacking zone. The forwards were battling hard but the Bombers were flooding their backline 
with numbers behind the ball then moved it quickly out to their running mids.  The Bombers defensive pressure kept us 
to 1 behind for the Qtr while their quick ball movement forward through the air had our defence scrambling to contain 
their height advantage. 1/4 time score was Lights  0 - 1 - 1   Bombers  3 - 1 - 19 

Q2;  The second term was very even, with both teams playing some entertaining footy. The Bombers, again going 
through the air to their tall forwards got a couple of quick goals on us. the Lights defence were getting plenty of 
possessions with Lachlan, Nick S and Nick W being the go to players for the kick ins from the defensive square. In the 
middle we had Alex as always at the bottom of the packs with his head over the ball, clearing to Chris, Yianni & 
Tommy.  Ben Webb kicked our first goal after some good attack down the wing. Yianni found enough space at half 
forward to kick our second, with our only behind of the Qtr being unlucky not to have been a goal. The Bombers 
scored 3 goals 2 for the Qtr and at 1/2 time the score was  Lights  2 - 2 - 14   Bombers  6 - 3 - 39. 

Q3; With the Bombers flooding defence halting our attack and creating extra numbers by hard running the Lights boys 
were always chasing hard. We were still competing well on the ground but too many turnovers let them turn us around 
and they kept up the scoreboard pressure by again kicking 3 goals 2 and kept us scoreless. They were looking hard to 
stop but the Lights battled hard for every possession. 3/4 time score ... Lights  2 - 2 -  14  Bombers  9 - 5 - 59. 

Q4;  The last Qtr was excellent by the Lights and for most of the time the ball was in the mids or in our forward line. 
Noah H kicked a good goal early for us. The Bombers came back with one straight away and their strong defence held 
us out several times before they scored again. Michael made some time and space to kick a goal on the run and keep 
the scores even for the Qtr just before the final siren. 

Full time scores were Manly Bombers   11 - 5 - 71  Northern Lights  4 - 2 - 26. 

 

Goals : Ben Webb 1 ; Yianni Fotias 1 ; Noah Hoyle 1 ; Michael Weathers 1 

 

Special comment for next game…. We have done enough to play finals footy, but E points are vital to this so 
DISCIPLINE becomes extremely important to ensure this opportunity. 

 

Report by Dan Weathers (Team manager) 


